Three Meaningful Brands of 2013, in a study done by advantage of the policy holders as well as the Community ranked Second In The Most Valuable Indian Brands of Singapore, Joint Venture Companies in Bahrain (for GCC market in 13 countries with Branch Offices in Fiji, Mauritius) belonging to economically weaker sections of the soci -

Bharti Hospital for construction of female ward. Through the popular Social Networking sites.

Centers, Customer Zones, SMS, e-mail, website and systems for premium collection and other servicing.

Growth in the two erstwhile Social Security Schemes viz., Aam Admi collection center with 35,634 outlets actively using the technology for enhancing the quality of its service to cus -

lic has won 42 awards in the last year, notable ones Every year, LIC Golden Jubilee Scholarship Scheme has seen several changes in the way it has been conducted.

There is also a new way people stage their celebrations.

In the evening, Ganpati, Laxmi the giver of wealth and prosperity and Saraswati the goddess of knowledge would be worshipped with deep knowledge would be worshipped with deep devotion in various sectors under one roof. In the middle of the night a special 'puja' was performed by sects of Hindus, the five-day Diwali festival, the biggest festival of Hinduism, is celebrated every year. General and special students from the various regions of the State.He said that Deepavali is a festival of light and is a show of unity among Hindus.

LIC has always explained the benefits of insurance to the masses and mobilization of people's participation of almost every state of the country.

By Gajendra Jodavat, president of Rotary Club have stopped selling them.

and making wood art products. Earlier at least one Muneem, accountant, was needed by one firm but now single computertrained person can complete the work in a couple of hours.

Sampatram formally opened the pavil -

The Rajasthan Pavilion at the ongoing 35th Indira International Trade Fair in New Delhi is attracting a large number of visitors who have visited earlier in the fair displayed and appreciated the Centre.

35th edition of India International Trade Fair

Rajasthan Pavilion attracting a large number of visitors

The Life Insurance Corporation of India has been a nation builder since its formation in 1956. True to the belief that the pavilion was success -
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